Better Opportunities or Worse? The Demise of Cotton Harvest Labor, 1949–1964

WAYNE A. GROVE AND CRAIG HEINICKE

Following World War II millions of cotton workers, especially African-Americans, left the fields forever, and farmers mechanized the cotton harvest. Prevailing empirical studies argue that high factory wages lured farmhands away. Based on newly reconstructed data, we estimate the causes of the demise of harvest employment in 12 major cotton-producing states from 1949–1964 and find important roles for mechanization, government farm programs, higher nonagricultural wages, and falling cotton prices. On net, our estimates indicate that factors affecting farm labor demand, not labor-supply influences, caused the disappearance of hand-picked cotton—results that reverse the best econometric work to date.

“I didn’t stay out on that farm too long after they started usin’ the cotton pickers and whatnot. That was the time we was told to leave the farm.”

Mae Bertha Carter

In the decades following World War II, cotton ceased to be harvested by hand, millions of workers left the cotton fields forever, and growers who stayed with cotton replaced field labor, hoes, and picking sacks with machines and chemicals. This socioeconomic transformation, which swept away a southern way of life in place for generations, has been intricately linked to fundamental changes in the nation’s political economy, race relations, and urban life. Lee Alston and Joe Ferrie connect these changes to the rise of the federal welfare state against which southern rural landed elites withheld their veto only when mechanization eliminated their desire for a pool of cheap field labor. The mass out-migration of African-Americans from the South, which had begun earlier in the century and accelerated after 1940, converted race relations and racial economic equality from a southern
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1 Audio from “Goin’ to Chicago” by George King and Associates.
2 Alston and Ferrie, “Paternalism” and Southern Paternalism.
Ironically, we know a lot about the consequences of this episode of demographic dislocation but little about what caused the demise of the cotton harvest work force with which much of it was entangled. Richard Day concluded in 1967 that mechanization “pushed” workers in the Yazoo-Mississippi Delta area out of cotton—a finding which Gavin Wright in *Old South, New South*, and others, generalized to the entire cotton belt and which represents the conventional wisdom among scholars. Noting that Day’s results applied to an important but unrepresentative production zone, Willis Peterson and Yoav Kislev in this JOURNAL offered the first empirical investigation of the transcontinental cotton hand harvest labor market. They found that high manufacturing wages drew workers from the fields, which shifted the cotton harvest labor supply leftward, forming the primary impetus for reduced labor (79 percent) rather than technological displacement (21 percent). This conclusion that workers left the fields for better opportunities


5 See Day, “Economics.” Wright (Old South, p. 245) argued that the labor market moved from “a decade of ‘pull’” [in the 1940s] to a decade of “push” [from the fields in the 1950s]. For the predominance of harvest mechanization in the decline of hand-harvested cotton, also see Daniel, *Breaking the Land*, pp. 245, 249; Kirby, *Rural Worlds*, p. 68; Cobb, *Most Southern Place*, pp. 205, 255; Fusfeld and Bates, *Political Economy*; Dillingham and Sly, “Mechanical Cotton Picker”; and Alston and Ferrie, “Paternalism.” Cogan in “Decline” sets forth a view consistent with the displacement hypothesis concerning the rise in postwar black teenage unemployment. Margo and Finegan in “Decline,” though, show that Cogan overestimated the role of mechanization with respect to the decline in black teenage labor-force participation. Focusing on migration rather than the harvest labor market, Heinicke in “African-American Migration” attributes, at most, a quarter of the migration during the 1950s to the picker alone.

6 Peterson and Kislev, “Cotton Harvester,” p. 214, analyzed the hand-harvest labor market for all states that predominantly used mechanical cotton pickers, excluding Texas and Oklahoma where growers used stripping machines. Recently Donald Holley, replicating Peterson and Kislev’s empirical approach with some modifications, attributed 60 percent of the decline in cotton harvest employment
elsewhere, made more recently by Donald Holley, implies rising harvest wages when, in fact, picking pay declined over the period in question.7

Our objective in this article is to estimate the causes of the demise of the cotton-harvest work force in the 12 major cotton-producing states from 1949 to 1964.8 We use much-improved data and we estimate the effect of each of the principal factors involved, instead of making a head-to-head comparison of the effect of industrial wages versus machine displacement.9 Our econometric results indicate declines in both cotton-picking labor supply and demand, but that demand shifts dominated. We find that mechanization and government acreage reduction programs formed the main impetus to rid the cotton fields of hand labor for good—that is, collapsing labor demand drove workers from the cotton belt that stretched from California to the Carolinas. Nonagricultural wages, according to our estimates, drew farm workers away, although to a much smaller extent than reported by Peterson and Kislev or Holley.

Establishing the causes of the decline of cotton hand harvest labor matters because the federal government heavily subsidized and coordinated the mechanization of cotton production, but failed to absorb the adjustment costs of those harmed by the results.10 In contrasting their conclusions with the

---

7 We thank the editor for this point. Perhaps such seemingly contradictory evidence could be reconciled by recognizing the confusion that arises from Peterson and Kislev’s and Holley’s narrow framework of analysis—a head-to-head comparison of industrial wage “pull” versus machine displacement “push”—which ignores the effects of other important factors, namely cotton prices and government programs. Thus, conceivably, the effect of manufacturing earnings exceeded that of cheaper harvest machines and yet harvest wages could have fallen if net demand-side shifts outweighed decreases in supply.

8 One problem that has plagued earlier studies is the synonymous treatment of decline of hand-harvested cotton and migration. The reader should be alert to an asymmetry—once workers left for better opportunities, they rarely returned, at least for decades, as they took up permanent urban residence. Yet many of those displaced by machines may not have migrated but may have resided in the locality, wandered into small towns, or migrated later on. Thus, pockets of poverty that persisted in the South could have resulted in part from displaced nonmigrants, an outcome consistent with Margo’s findings in Race that selective migration included those with relatively high human capital.

9 The 12 major cotton-growing states where growers predominantly used mechanical pickers are Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, New Mexico, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee.

10 Government subsidies and coordination to mechanize cotton production resulted from an attempt to maintain the international competitiveness of American cotton. Many farm experts had long advocated shifting labor out of cotton, essentially arguing for a reallocation of labor resources to increase long-run social welfare both of those who remain in agriculture and for the nation as a whole (see Fite, Cotton Fields). Petitions for retraining or relocation assistance for displaced farm workers failed to be enacted (see Committee for Economic Development, “Adaptive Program,” p. 30). Unlike farm laborers, for 30 years the federal government has aided, through the Trade Adjustment Assistance program, workers who experienced trade-related job loss (see Kletzer, Job Loss). Martin and Havlicek in “Some Welfare Implications” estimated substantial benefits to consumers and producers of cotton harvest mechanization but their partial equilibrium framework did not permit quantification of the direct impact on the labor market. Maddox, “Private and Social Costs,” identifies three broad categories of costs: those that fall on migrants themselves, the communities from which they move, and the communities to which they move.
prevailing “tractored-off-the-land” view, Peterson and Kislev note that the “issue addressed is of more than academic interest. If labor has in fact been pushed out of agriculture, then the research establishment and farm machinery companies share responsibility for the social costs of the large-scale migration of farm people.” Reversing the welfare implications of this episode of technological change, our empirical results provide the first comprehensive explanation for the demise of the hand harvest cotton labor force which has factored importantly in post–World War II United States economic history.

CONTEMPORARY VIEWS OF THE DECLINE IN HAND HARVESTING OF COTTON

The most commonly held view of the demise of hand-harvested cotton, that farm workers were “tractored-off-the-land,” reflects the images that emerged from Dorothea Lange’s farm-life photographs, John Steinbeck’s novel The Grapes of Wrath, and John Ford’s film depiction of it. Historian Pete Daniel called the mechanical picker the “central engine of transformation” and referred to migrants as “refugees from mechanization,” a view shared, for example, by contemporary journalists Nicholas Lemann and Anthony Walton. A Humphreys County, Mississippi tenant farmer explained the locus of change as follows:

There used to be a whole lot more people on the plantations than there are now. The machines started long back in ‘50. . . Then every year they begin to get more and more, more and more, and that begin to cut people down out of pickin’, you know. In other words, before that they were pickin’ all the crop. Then after machines got in, they started pickin’ ends, see. And so now, the biggest of em not pickin’ none.

Anecdotal evidence contrastingly also supports the “labor vacuum” explanation, the argument that the wholesale loss of labor triggered farmers’ adoption of mechanical cotton pickers, not the reverse. In 1950, for example, 75 to 100 growers in South Carolina bought picking machines in

12 Daniel, Breaking the Land, pp. 245, 249, respectively; Lemann, Promised Land; Walton, “Technology,” pp. 14–18. Also, see Kirby, Rural World; Cobb, Most Southern Place; Fusfeld and Bates, Political Economy; Dillingham and Sly, “Mechanical Cotton Picker,” and Alston and Ferrie, “Paternalism” and Southern Paternalism.
13 Quoted in Dunbar, Our Land, p. 8. David Halberstam, in Fifties, recounts how a University of North Carolina graduate inherited the family plantation, purchased his first mechanical cotton harvester in 1948, the year International Harvester began production, and then “watched the migration taking place as people no longer able to make an acceptable living opted to go north, often in the middle of the night without even a farewell.” Ironically, the farmer in question, who cared about and enjoyed reading history, “had been part of so profound a social movement and had never even been aware of it” (pp. 452–53).
14 See, for example, Street, “‘Labor Vacuum.’”


case of a labor shortage but continued having the crop picked by hand.\textsuperscript{15} Cotton experts writing in 1954 about the Mississippi delta area commented that planter after planter asserted that “Not one family, not one person has been displaced by machines on this plantation.”\textsuperscript{16} Referring to the Mississippi delta states generally, a 1962 U.S. Department of Labor report concluded that “mechanization has been stimulated by a shortage of seasonal workers at the peak of the harvest period.”\textsuperscript{17} In 1977, reflecting back upon the causes of this technological change, Jere Nash Sr., founder of the Delta Implement Company, stated that “the cotton picker did not displace workers, but did replace them.”\textsuperscript{18}

### THE POSTWAR COTTON ECONOMY

Despite the prosperity of commodity markets brought on by World War II, at war’s end unrelieved pessimism pervaded the U.S. cotton sector. A series of hearings of cotton-industry interests, convened by the Special Subcommittee on Cotton, enumerated the short-term and long-run reasons for a bleak outlook, analyses of which were published in 1947 as the \textit{Study of Agricultural and Economic Problems of the Cotton Belt}.\textsuperscript{19} Two grave threats clouded growers’ future: the prospect of falling and unprofitable cotton prices and insufficient labor to plant, chop, and bring in the crop. Low prices seemed likely due to huge surpluses of cotton here and abroad, increasing amounts of inexpensive foreign production, and competition from synthetic fibers.\textsuperscript{20} Cotton prices did trend downwards from World War II through the 1960s, prompting many farmers to reconsider the opportunity cost of devoting their land and labor to cotton. Such long-run adverse commodity price movements motivated precisely the kind of diversified southern agriculture farm experts had long advocated.\textsuperscript{21}

Given the expectation of falling cotton prices, the prospect of a mass exodus of labor heightened growers’ worst fears of a shortage of workers or excessively high wages. Mobilization for World War II, including the defense and related industries and the military itself, wrenched the cotton labor market from surplus to shortage. In the postwar era, rising nonagricultural

\textsuperscript{15} Street, \textit{New Revolution}, p. 393.
\textsuperscript{17} U.S. Department of Labor, “Cotton,” p. 6.
\textsuperscript{18} Holley, \textit{Second Great Emancipation}, p. 144.
\textsuperscript{19} The Special Committee on Cotton of the House Committee on Agriculture, headed by Rep. Stephen Pace of Georgia, met in December 1944 and May 1945 and sponsored nine projects investigating the problems facing cotton, which were published in July and October 1947 as the \textit{Study of Agricultural and Economic Problems of the Cotton Belt}, U.S. House Committee on Agriculture.
\textsuperscript{20} See Street, \textit{New Revolution}, pp. 77–85, for the contemporary postwar concerns and projection. For example, the largest single end-use product for cotton prior to the war (tire cord and fabric) quickly converted to rayon (ibid., p. 80).
\textsuperscript{21} Fite, \textit{Cotton Fields}.
pay induced rural–urban migration to jobs in burgeoning manufacturing, construction, and retail sectors that offered more stable, secure employment than did cotton. The system of harsh racial segregation dictated by “Jim Crow” laws and customs provided an additional impetus for black migration from the South. In spite of growers’ fears of labor scarcity, piece-rate picking wages declined by 31 percent from 1949 to 1964, twice as rapidly as did cotton prices (16 percent) in real terms.\footnote{USDA, \textit{Statistics on Cotton}.}

Another key element in the labor-demand picture was the role of federal government acreage reduction programs. The government limited the amount of land planted to cotton by mandating successively smaller acreage “allotments” for individual growers, adherence to which enabled producers to sell their crops at government-supported above-market prices.\footnote{Acreage allotments, based on historical production, were linked to a national “marketing quota” to limit the supply of cotton and other staple farm products (Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station, \textit{Chronology}).} Acreage allotments, suspended during the war years, were in effect in 1950 and from 1953 to 1964. In addition, the Soil Bank program paid growers to plant soil conserving grasses instead of “soil depleting” crops such as cotton.\footnote{This program had precedents in the 1935 “Soil Conservation Act” and the 1936 “Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act” (see Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station, \textit{Chronology}, pp. 7–9, 19–20). Under the “acreage reserve” part of the program (the conservation reserve clause had little effect on cotton planting), farmers received an amount close to the net returns per acre to withdraw land from cotton below that of allotted acreage.} Payments to growers reflected potential earnings from planting a crop on acreage of \textit{average} quality, but without the uncertainty and effort that planting, cultivating, and harvesting a crop entailed.\footnote{Thus, land of below average quality would have generated lower returns than accepting the Soil Bank payment (Heinicke, “Federal Soil Bank”).} Although only in effect in four years, 1956–1958 and 1964, generous incentives reduced cotton acreage and, thus, labor demand. In 1958, the year the Soil Bank exerted its greatest effect on cotton acreage, farmers nationwide diverted 4.9 million acres from cotton, equal to 29 percent of the land planted to cotton in 1956.\footnote{Cochrane and Ryan, \textit{American Farm Policy}, p. 225.} Regional grower responsiveness to this incentive varied sharply: growers in Alabama, South Carolina, and Georgia, for example, planted acreages equal to 52, 48, and 43 percent of their allotted acreages compared to 96 and 92 percent for those in Arizona and California.\footnote{See USDA, \textit{Statistics on Cotton} for planted acreage data (tables 47–79, pp. 64–79) and acreage allotment data (table 46, pp. 61–62).} With the suspension of the Soil Bank acreage reserves in 1959, cotton planting rebounded in the Delta, although never completely in the southeast where more marginal land existed.\footnote{Despite the Soil Bank’s temporary nature, a severe reduction in labor demand may have sufficiently diminished laborers’ incomes during those years to induce permanent out-migration from the region.}
Finally, a rapid, 81-percent rise in cotton yields occurred from 1949 to 1964, an annual average of 15.5 pounds of lint. Raymond Christinsen and Ronald Aines attributed over half the yield gains of the 1950s to the heavy use of more powerful fertilizers, in part motivated by an effort to boost lint output per acre to offset the effects of the acreage reduction programs.

COTTON HARVEST MECHANIZATION

In the century before World War II inventors devoted great effort, time, and money to develop a mechanical alternative to the arduous task of gathering cotton by hand. Compared to wheat and corn, the cotton harvest proved quite resistant to mechanization. Although John and Mack Rust offered the most promising device through the 1930s based on early success in field trials, the Rust machine failed to achieve commercial success due to the lack of a few key technical features and the consequences of the Great Depression. Following World War II, a breakthrough occurred when a one-row picker was mounted onto the rear of a Farmall tricycle tractor so that it could be driven down the rows in reverse. Finally, in April 1948 International Harvester began commercial production of spindle picking machines, which simulated hand harvesting by rotating moistened, barbed spindles through the plant and pulling the cotton bolls from their bur. Soon a number of manufacturers offered farmers a variety of machine models suited to their vast array of field conditions, sizes of operation, and budgets.

This study evaluates the 12 major cotton-producing states in which growers predominantly used “spindle” pickers. We exclude Texas and Oklahoma where growers widely used the alternative, cotton-stripping, device. Production organization and labor markets varied by region, with the plantation and tenancy only important in the South. Instead of annual contract labor,

---

29 These are three-year averages of U.S. harvested yield centered of the listed years from USDA, Statistics on Cotton, p. 63.
30 Christinsen and Aines, Economic Effects, p. 23
31 For a description of the principal innovators and innovations, see Street, New Revolution, Ch. 6; and Holley, Second Great Emancipation, Ch. 6.
32 In 1946 machines gathered virtually no cotton compared to 90 percent of the acreage of small grains, United States Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics.
33 In 1943 the War Production Board rejected International Harvester’s application to build a mechanical picker factory (see Holley, Second Great Emancipation, p. 104).
34 Meier, “Economic Analysis”; and Holley, Second Great Emancipation. Deere and Company began commercial production in 1950 (of the first self-propelled two row machine as well as a smaller devise to be mounted on a tractor), Allis-Chalmers in 1949, and Ben Pearson in 1949 (Holley, pp. 104–11).
35 In contrast to the spindle machine that “picked” the cotton boll from the bur, the nonselective mechanical stripping machine stripped all vegetation from the plant (see Grove, “Economics”). For the 1960–1964 period, Oklahoma farmers gathered 62.4 percent of the their cotton crop by mechanical stripper, Texans 55.8 percent, New Mexicans 12 percent, and Arkansans, the state with the next largest percentage, 1.3 percent (USDA, “Charges for Ginning Cotton,” 1961–1965).
36 See Heinicke, “Southern Tenancy,” for the period before the mechanical picker.
Broadly speaking, the cotton belt can be divided into the four regions: the southeast (Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee), the Mississippi delta (Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Missouri), the southwest (Oklahoma and Texas), and the west (Arizona, California, and New Mexico).

Figure 1
PERCENTAGE OF COTTON HARVESTED BY SPINDLE PICKERS BY REGION AND FOR THE UNITED STATES, 1949–1964

Note: These are weighted averages of cotton production of mechanically picked lint, which exclude production in Texas and Oklahoma where growers used mechanical strippers. Regions: West: Arizona, California, and New Mexico; Mississippi Delta: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Missouri; and Southeast: Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee.


i.e., tenants and sharecroppers, western growers hired the available local labor and then satisfied the remainder of their harvest labor requirements with domestic and foreign migrants. Scientific agriculture flourished in the west: large, flat fields suited machine use, the arid climate was pest-free and allowed (irrigated) water to be delivered optimally, and chemicals could stimulate production and simulate a killing frost to aid the harvest.

Diffusion of the mechanical cotton picker across the pan-continental Cotton Belt occurred with surprising speed and in a distinctive west-to-east pattern as shown in Figure 1. Western producers rapidly adopted mechanical harvesters as soon as the new technology became commercially available, whereas Mississippi delta planters steadily increased mechanization of the harvest throughout the 1949–1964 period. Southeastern growers, by contrast,

37 Grove, “Economics.”
38 See Musoke and Olmstead, “Rise”; and Grove, “Economics.” Broadly speaking, the cotton belt can be divided into the four regions: the southeast (Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee), the Mississippi delta (Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Missouri), the southwest (Oklahoma and Texas), and the west (Arizona, California, and New Mexico).
almost exclusively gathered the crop by hand through the 1950s but thereafter rapidly mechanized the harvest. Table 1 provides the expected real machine-harvest and hand-harvest costs per pound of lint that coincide with the west-to-east pattern of picker diffusion of Figure 1.39

Although differences in machine-to-hand cost ratios explain much of the uneven pace of mechanization across the Cotton Belt, cheaper average mechanical than manual harvest methods did not lead to dramatic rates of mechanization. The transition to machine harvesting varied considerably, for example, even among the largest plantation operations in the Mississippi delta, the production units presumably with the least capital constraints and the most information about best practice techniques. While the Hopson Plantation in Clarksdale, Mississippi, picked all cotton with experimental International Harvester machines beginning in 1944, the Lee Wilson and Co., a 50,000 acre plantation in Arkansas, only began mechanical harvesting in the late 1950s.40 Paternalistic relations help explain delayed technological change because some plantation operators “do not displace these individuals with machines; instead, they are replaced by machines through a process of attrition.”41 Most importantly, though, the harvest was but one of three phases of the annual cycle of cotton production with many complicated relationships.42 Even if tractors could prepare, plant and cultivate the land and picking machines could gather the crop, until the late 1950s the crop was best thinned and weeded by hand.43 Ultimately, tractors would do the fieldwork and apply chemicals that weeded, fertilized, protected against insects, and defoliated the vegetation in the fields.44 Although some southerners watched this technological onslaught from behind their mules, most did so from the North.

The post–World War II Washington, D.C. meetings about cotton’s future led to one tangible outcome: passage of the Research and Marketing Act of 1946 that doubled agricultural research funds and helped develop the chemomechanical system of cotton production that ultimately eliminated farmers’
The Cotton Mechanization Project sought to modify every aspect of cotton plant growth and the production process to conform to the limitations of the harvesting machine, especially ginning equipment because machine-harvested cotton contained more organic and inorganic debris and more moisture than hand-gathered cotton. The USDA state agricultural R&D system and extension network, the largest in the world, relied upon biologists, geneticists, chemists, entomologists, mechanical engineers, and many other specialized fields. To share results, compare work, coordinate research agendas, and plan for the future, beginning in 1947 an annual “Belt-wide Cotton Mechanization Conference” assembled farmers and public- and private-sector researchers and administrators.

To date, estimates of the causes of the demise of cotton hand-harvest labor have taken place in something of an empirical vacuum without good measures of farmers’ expected costs of harvesting their cotton crop by hand and by machine. Frank Meier estimated machine harvest costs for the spindle-
picker states from 1949 to 1964 in his unpublished dissertation entitled *An Economic Analysis of the Mechanical Cotton Picker*.\(^4^6\) Machine harvest cost calculations require: data on fixed and variable costs, such as purchase prices, depreciation schedules, interest rates, storage costs, insurance, taxes, tractor costs, repairs, lubricants, fuel, and labor; estimates of the hours of potential use by state during a typical harvest season; estimates of field waste relative to hand picking; and estimates of grade loss relative to hand picking.\(^4^7\) Although Peterson and Kislev used Meier’s data in their working paper and Holley does in his book, Peterson and Kislev’s published article in this JOURNAL used their estimates of custom machine harvest rates. (More on this will follow.)

Unfortunately, to date hand harvest costs have been measured only by using the USDA “piece rate wages,” growers’ payment to fieldhands for each 100 pounds of seed cotton harvested.\(^4^8\) These cash wages, however, poorly capture growers’ total hand harvest costs. An important contribution of this article is to advance an improved measure of this variable. First, growers care about unit costs per pound of *cotton lint* but paid workers per 100 pounds of unprocessed “seed-cotton.” The raw cotton contained varying amounts of organic and inorganic matter (removed at the cotton gin) that differed over time and by location. For example, in 1960 in Arizona it took 1,597 pounds of hand-picked seed cotton to obtain a bale of lint but only 1,334 pounds in Mississippi. Secondly, piece rates ignore the employers’ nonwage expenses of organizing the harvest, recruiting workers, and providing in-kind compensation such as food, housing, and transportation. Nonwage costs varied by region and according to whether the harvest workers resided in close proximity to the farm, in a nearby village or city, outside the area, or outside the United States.\(^4^9\) Growers generally incurred only wage expenses for resident workers who lived within walking distance, whereas town or day-haul labor had to be transported and recruited daily. In the Delta and Southeast, migrant laborers living away from home tended to receive more in-kind benefits, especially in the form of housing and meals, than did local workers. Finally, growers employing foreign contract workers through the U.S. Department of Labor’s Mexican Farm Labor Program were required to pay the greatest expenses due to the federally mandated terms of compensation and living and working conditions.\(^5^0\)

---

\(^{46}\) Meier’s data have since been corrected by Warren Whatley, “New Estimates,” to add the cost of the machine operator’s “helper” and by Grove, “Economics,” to include additional ginning costs associated with machine harvesting.

\(^{47}\) Field losses refer to unharvested lint that remained in the field, whereas grade losses indicate a reduction in quality and, hence, value (as judged by whiteness and staple length).


\(^{49}\) Grove, “Economics.”

\(^{50}\) Grove, “Economics” and “Mexican Farm Labor.” Especially during the early 1950s the Department of Labor exerted little oversight and braceros failed to receive the mandated compensation package.
Better Opportunities

Grove in “Economics of Cotton” estimated a time series of hand harvest costs to match the Meier machine cost data by converting piece-rate wages to cash wages per pound of lint and by estimating nonwage costs for resident laborers, day-haul workers, domestic migrants, and foreign contract workers. Determination of nonwage expenses required estimating the annual cotton harvest labor shares of each type of labor by state from 1949 to 1964 because harvest organization and recruitment expenses and in-kind compensation varied for each. Annual state hand harvesting costs are obtained by combining state wage and nonwage labor expenses, weighted according to the types of labor employed.51

THE COTTON HAND-HARVEST LABOR MARKET: MODEL AND DATA

The objective of this article is to determine the extent to which factors either lured laborers away from the cotton belt (shifted supply leftward) or drove them from it (shifted demand leftward). Falling cotton-harvest wages during the post–World War II period suggest that demand shifts must have dominated those affecting supply. If that is so, we do not know whether harvest labor demand shifted due to mechanization, cotton prices, government programs, or some combination thereof. Also, an inspection of wage data fails to reveal the contribution of nonagricultural wages in drawing workers out of the cotton harvest, which could be at work despite the fact that falling harvest wages signify decreases in demand outweigh those in supply. In order to quantify these effects, we estimate the shifts in the supply of and demand for cotton harvest labor for 12 states from 1949 to 1964. In our model the demand for hand harvest labor ($Q_d$) is a function of last season’s hand-harvest output ($Q_{t-1}$), the cotton harvest wage ($W$), machine prices ($MCOST$), the (lagged) price of cotton ($PCT$), grower overhead expenses ($OVERH$), the two government acreage restriction programs ($ALLOT$ and $SOIL$), cotton yields ($Y$), and state dummy variables ($SD$).

$$Q_d = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 Q_{t-1,i} + \alpha_2 W_{t,i} + \alpha_3 MCOST_{t,i} + \alpha_4 PCT_{t-1,i} + \alpha_5 OVERH_{t,i} + \alpha_6 ALLOT_{t,i} + \alpha_7 SOIL_{t,i} + \alpha_8 Y_{t,i} + \alpha_9 SD_i + \varepsilon_{di}$$

As the ideal measure of harvest labor (the dependent variable), labor per unit time period or the number of hours and days required to harvest a given amount of cotton is not known, we used the total quantity of cotton harvested by hand. Lagged output accounts for the partial adjustment of hand-harvested output.52 Our “wage” variable, the total compensation of labor employed in

51 Details of these series can be found in Grove, “Economics,” or in a more extensive working paper (Grove and Heinicke, “Better Opportunities”) available upon request.
52 Nerlove, “Dynamics.” Dickey Fuller tests reject the hypothesis of a unit root at the 1-percent level with or without deterministic trend; for a discussion of such tests in a panel context, see Im, Pesaran, and Shin, “Test.”
the cotton harvest \((W)\), is the cash wage plus the value of in-kind benefits. The machine harvest costs \((MCOST)\) are the estimated expenses per pound of cotton lint.\(^{53}\) Because growers make decisions on the basis of the expected output price, we include the price of cotton lagged one year \((PCT)\). In part the demise of the Old South included the demise of cotton as the most important commodity because production shifted from the lower yield southeastern region (the Carolinas, Georgia, Alabama, and Tennessee) to the high-yielding areas in California, Arizona, New Mexico, and West Texas. The price of cotton reflected such changes as more efficient producers expanded their share of cotton. In addition, cotton prices suffered due to competition from synthetic fibers and foreign producers. Because landowners incurred noncash costs associated with organizing the harvest, recruiting a work force, and providing in-kind compensation, we include the overhead costs of employing hand harvesters \((OVERH)\) as a separate variable.\(^{54}\)

Finally, government acreage reduction programs caused a decline in the demand for harvest labor.\(^{55}\) In 1950 and from 1953 to 1964, federal acreage allotments \((ALLOT)\) imposed acreage ceilings on growers, reducing labor demand.\(^{56}\) In 1956–1958 and 1964 the USDA’s Soil Bank program \((SOIL)\) paid growers to plant grass to conserve the soil, further reducing cotton acreage. We measure the impact of allotments with the actual allotted acreage for each state, but are only able to account for the effect of the Soil Bank program with a dummy variable.\(^{57}\) Our demand equation includes yield \((Y)\) because cotton grower demand for labor, for a given planted acreage, varied along with output per acre. State dummy variables \((SD)\) are included to control for unmeasured variations across states.

We model the cotton harvest labor supply function as follows

\[
Q_{sti} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 Q_{t-1, i} + \beta_2 W_{ti} + \beta_3 WNON_{ti} + \beta_4 Y_{ti} + \beta_5 PREHW_{ti} + \beta_6 ACRES_{ti} + \beta_7 SD_{i} + \varepsilon_{sti}
\]

The lagged hand-harvested output \((Q_{t-1})\), harvest labor compensation \((W)\) and state dummies \((SD)\) are the same as in the demand function. To reflect opportunities outside of agriculture, we constructed a series relevant to those working in the harvest to reflect the level of wages in both the origin and destination state of interregional migrants \((WNON)\), because African-Ameri-

---

\(^{53}\) See Grove, “Economics.”

\(^{54}\) Ibid.

\(^{55}\) For studies of the role of government programs in labor displacement with respect to earlier periods, see Fligstein, *Going North*; and Whatley, “Labor.”

\(^{56}\) Heinicke, “Federal Soil Bank.”

\(^{57}\) We know of no state-level data for acreage diverted under the Soil Bank program. The Soil Bank dummy variable we use may measure other shocks, a matter discussed in the results section. Three observations were missing: the 1950 values for the western states. Given the allotments percentages of planted acreage for 1954 in these states (100 percent for Arizona, 95 percent for California and New Mexico), these three values were set to equal planted acreage in 1950.
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To measure the fact that northern wages exceeded southern pay during this period, we computed the average of manufacturing wage rates between the cotton producing state in question and the primary destination state of migrants. Although an improvement over using only the national average manufacturing wage rate for each state, our nonfarm wage series does not adjust for the fact that the potential migrant must have discounted any expected wage rate in a destination region by the costs of migration broadly interpreted or the likelihood of experiencing unemployment.

Because labor compensation depends upon the amounts of cotton picked, cotton yield ($Y$) is included in the supply equation. Higher yields meant that a worker could expect more harvest-time employment and greater seasonal income, inducing a larger supply of labor for a given rate of compensation. Less weeding, chopping, and other preharvest tasks due to reduced cotton acreage would have lowered preharvest income and, hence, tended to reduce the stock of local laborers available for the harvest season. Measuring preharvest income accurately is fraught with difficulties, but its omission could potentially bias the results if changes in labor supply were highly correlated with preharvest income, and if such income were related to included variables, a likely occurrence. To measure the variation of preharvest compensation and the amount of before harvest employment, we add the state average wage rate in agriculture ($PREHW$) and cotton acreage planted ($ACRES$) to the supply function. Because landowners sold and
purchased in national markets, prices are deflated by the U.S. CPI. For means and growth rates of all variables, see Table 2. We convert all continuous variables to natural logs in the analysis.

**EMPIRICAL RESULTS**

To determine the relative influence of factors upon the demise of hand-harvested cotton, we estimate both a structural model and a reduced form model of this market. For the structural model, we estimate the supply of and demand for cotton picking labor using two-stage least squares regressions run on the pooled time-series of state level, annual observations for the 12 major spindle-picker states, regarding $Q$ and $W$ as endogenous, and assuming although influenced over time by movements out of agriculture, adjusted more slowly than wages in the harvest labor market, where they could adjust rapidly to supply and demand in the casual market. This is bolstered by observing the seasonal variation in agricultural wages (see various *Farm Labor* issues for the years of our time series).

**TABLE 2**

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS, $NT = 192$

(all money values are expressed in 1960 = 100 dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel A</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hand-harvested cotton, thousand bales</td>
<td>512.30</td>
<td>353.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor compensation, cents per pound of lint</td>
<td>12.16</td>
<td>6.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton price (cents per pound of lint)</td>
<td>37.60</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical harvesting costs (cents per pound of lint)</td>
<td>8.27</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead costs of labor (cents per pound of lint)</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonagricultural wage rates (dollars per hour)</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton yields (pounds per acre)</td>
<td>509.32</td>
<td>227.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preharvest agricultural wage (dollars per hour without room or board)</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planted cotton acreage (thousands)</td>
<td>847.36</td>
<td>551.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton allotment (thousands, for years in effect)</td>
<td>790.2</td>
<td>436.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil bank dummy</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel B</th>
<th>Average Growth of Variables from $\log(x) = a + rt + sd + e$</th>
<th>$\hat{r}$</th>
<th>se($\hat{r}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hand-harvested cotton</td>
<td>-0.094</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor compensation</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton price</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical harvesting costs</td>
<td>-0.040</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonagricultural wage rates</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton yields</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead costs of labor</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preharvest agricultural wage</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allotment</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planted cotton acreage</td>
<td>-0.042</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note*: See the text.
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the market clears each harvest season.\textsuperscript{64} We employed Fair’s method in our estimation to address the presence of autocorrelation in the supply equation (Durbin’s $h = 3.35$).\textsuperscript{65} Given the necessity of using lagged values in the first stage of the estimation, the “lagged-dependent” variable must be lagged two years, the full structural model uses only 156 cross-section-time-series observations out of 192. By contrast, reduced form estimates use the full sample.\textsuperscript{66} The model choice involves a trade-off. Specification of the structural model insures that the full range of supply and demand variables will be included where available. Also, the structural model reduces the multicollinearity that can arise when all of the exogenous variables are included in a single equation. On the other hand, the reduced form serves for more straightforward computations that do not depend on estimates of all the structural parameters, as well as permitting inclusion of the full 192 observations. For these reasons, we present both the reduced form and structural estimates for comparison.

We estimate the structural model both with yield in the demand equation (“Demand 1”) and without yield (“Demand 2”). Including yields on the supply side only, implies workers, and not growers, realized the potential for increased output per acre to generate increased seasonal income, a questionable assumption. Nonetheless, we report such a specification of the structural model to facilitate comparison of our results with those of Peterson and Kislev and Holley. The reduced form results show more consistency with the yield-in-demand-and-supply version and make our conclusions less contingent upon this specification decision.

Table 3 presents the parameter estimates for the full supply–demand model and the reduced-form coefficients estimated directly from the data.\textsuperscript{67}

\textsuperscript{64} If this assumption is incorrect, excess supply or demand for labor may result in variations in unemployment. Unfortunately, no state-level time series on unemployment exists for our complete period so we cannot evaluate this possibility. Cotton harvest labor markets appeared well integrated across the cotton belt in agriculture (see Wright, \textit{Old South} and “Economic Revolution”; and Musoke and Olmstead, “Rise”).

\textsuperscript{65} See Fair, “Estimation.” In the first stage, the endogenous variables are regressed on the predetermined variables and one-year lags. The fitted values are used in the second stage to estimate the autoregressive parameter. In the final stage, the data are transformed and fitted values of the lagged dependent variable is also used to adjust for autocorrelation (see Greene, \textit{Econometric Analysis}, pp. 748–50). Durbin’s $h$ for the demand equation was 0.65, indicating no autocorrelation.

\textsuperscript{66} The reduced form of the model presented in equations 1 and 2 has only two lagged variables, the quantity of cotton ($Q$) and cotton prices ($PC$). We obtained data to estimate this equation for 1948 and, thus, for the full 16 years and 12 states. The two-stage-least-squares, Fair method required an additional lag for $X$ (which denotes a generic exogenous variable) and $Q(t-1)$. Therefore, fitted values can only begin in 1950 and in the final stage the use of quasi-first differencing of the fitted values (that is $\hat{X}_{t-2}$ based on $X_{t-1} = 1948$ and $X_{t-1}$ as the first values) means that 1952 is the first year that can be used.

\textsuperscript{67} The reduced form actually used in the estimation of the structural model requires additional lags as instruments for the later stage estimates (Greene, \textit{Econometric Analysis}, p. 749). Our estimates provide similar results as in this article and are available in a working paper (Grove and Heinicke, “Better Opportunities,” 2002).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>2SLS Estimates of Structural Equations</th>
<th>OLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Demand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Including Yields</td>
<td>Excluding Yields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged hand-harvested cotton</td>
<td>0.63 (10.61)</td>
<td>0.66 (9.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor compensation ($W$)</td>
<td>–0.03 (−0.05)</td>
<td>–0.72 (−1.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged cotton price ($PCT$)</td>
<td>0.24 (0.31)</td>
<td>1.21 (1.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine-harvesting costs ($MCOST$)</td>
<td>1.59 (7.20)</td>
<td>1.36 (5.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead costs of labor ($OVERH$)</td>
<td>–0.08 (−0.59)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton allotment ($ALLOW$)</td>
<td>–0.02 (−1.74)</td>
<td>0.01 (1.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil bank dummy ($SOIL$)</td>
<td>–0.20 (−5.25)</td>
<td>−0.17 (−4.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonagricultural wage rates ($WNON$)</td>
<td>−2.47 (−0.59)</td>
<td>(−2.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton Yields ($Y$)</td>
<td>0.83 (6.98)</td>
<td>0.99 (9.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preharvest agricultural wage ($PREHW$)</td>
<td>−0.42 (−0.79)</td>
<td>0.21 (0.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planted cotton acreage ($ACRES$)</td>
<td>0.65 (5.33)</td>
<td>−0.03 (−0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State dummy variables ($SD$) (Alabama omitted)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>0.32 (1.67)</td>
<td>0.61 (2.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>−0.16 (−1.83)</td>
<td>−0.15 (−1.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>−0.11 (−1.08)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>0.45 (4.25)</td>
<td>0.57 (4.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>−0.31 (−1.39)</td>
<td>−0.09 (−0.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>−0.15 (−1.81)</td>
<td>−0.16 (−1.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>−0.12 (−0.92)</td>
<td>0.18 (1.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>−0.22 (−0.69)</td>
<td>0.27 (0.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>−0.09 (−0.22)</td>
<td>0.89 (2.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>−0.08 (−0.23)</td>
<td>0.85 (2.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New México</td>
<td>−0.28 (−1.09)</td>
<td>0.30 (1.09)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The use of long- or short-run elasticities does not influence the effects of the exogenous variables presented in the following tables and text. We follow Peterson and Kislev’s, “Cotton Harvester,” method for analyzing the relative contribution of demand- and supply-side factors. Unlike Peterson and Kislev and Holley we quantify the variables’ contribution to the total decline in picking cotton by hand. Note that for the two structural models three years of data are dropped, which does not occur in the reduced-form models: the annual fall in hand-harvest labor was 9.3 percent for the full 1949–1964 period.

To illustrate our method, in the first row of Table 4, panel A, we find that real machine harvest costs fell by 4.14 percent per year. This technology shock introduced the greatest annual change among the determinants of the hand-harvest labor market—more than twice that of rising nonfarm wages. Cheaper harvest mechanization shifted the labor demand leftward by 6.57 percent on average each year (–4.14 multiplied by the machine harvest cost coefficient of 1.587). Assuming no change in supply, falling machine harvest costs caused equilibrium wages to drop by 30 percent per annum and for the equilibrium quantity of cotton harvest labor employment to decline by 5.72 percent per year.

The structural equation coefficients in Table 3 are short-run elasticities. In Table 4 we use the estimated coefficients to calculate the effect of each factor upon the demise of hand-harvested cotton, the dependent variable. As the fourth column of Table 4 shows, cheaper machine harvest costs caused a 5.72 percent annual decline in hand-harvested cotton, accounting for almost half of the of total yearly decline of 12.3 percent from 1952 to 1964 (right-hand column). The calculations in panels A and B are derived from first solving equations 1 and 2 for the endogenous variables. Then, we use the estimated parameters from the structural model (first three columns of Table 3), to measure the average annual change in Q attributable to each. Note: t-statistics are in parentheses.

\[
\text{TABLE 3 — continued}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>2SLS Estimates of Structural Equations</th>
<th>OLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Demand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>–6.80</td>
<td>–3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted (R^2)</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N \times T)</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: t-statistics are in parentheses.

68 The use of long- or short-run elasticities does not influence the effects of the exogenous variables presented in the following tables and text.
69 We follow Peterson and Kislev’s, “Cotton Harvester,” method for analyzing the relative contribution of demand- and supply-side factors.
70 Unlike Peterson and Kislev and Holley we quantify the variables’ contribution to the total decline in picking cotton by hand. Note that for the two structural models three years of data are dropped, which does not occur in the reduced-form models: the annual fall in hand-harvest labor was 9.3 percent for the full 1949–1964 period.
71 For Panels A and B of Table 4, we proceed as if \(X\) stands for a generic exogenous variable of interest. The effect on the average annual change in \(W\) of any change in \(X\) will be
\[
\frac{1}{(\hat{\alpha} - \hat{\beta})} \left( \hat{\gamma}_j X_j \right)
\]
where \(X_j\) and \(\hat{\gamma}_j\) are the “jth” exogenous variable and coefficient from the structural estimates (the demand exogenous variables only will be preceded by a negative sign given the reduced form solution). The change in wages due to falling machine harvest costs is –6.57 multiplied by \((-1/0.03 – 0.19)\) which equals –29.97. The change in \(Q\) is then the change in wages multiplied by the
Machine costs and the Soil Bank played the most important roles quantitatively, with cotton prices on the demand side and nonagricultural wage rates on the supply side appearing less important. Rising cotton yields worked in the opposite direction, offsetting some of the decline in demand and supply due to the other variables. For our purposes here, we would like to delineate the importance of each variable and then whether the net effects were mainly supply- or demand-driven.

First, we must address the differences between the estimates of demand functions 1 and 2 (Table 4, panels A and B). The second column of numbers in Table 4 shows that the shifts in demand differ somewhat between demand functions 1 and 2. Yet among the largest differences result from the transmission of those shifts to the endogenous variables (columns three and four). That means the variation in demand elasticities with respect to cotton harvest wages ($W$) played a large role in the differences among the effects of exogenous variables on the dependent variables. Excluding yield from the demand function increases (in absolute value) the demand elasticity of labor compensation ($W$) from −0.03 to −0.72. Thus, with demand function 1, changes in demand will generate larger effects on hand-harvested cotton but supply shifts will have lesser effects.

To help resolve which equation better represents the relative effects of the exogenous variables, we could use elasticities from other studies. A simple resolution of how the exogenous variables affect hand-harvested cotton entails the direct reduced form estimates (last column of Table 3). Aside from the advantage of simplicity, this approach allows the full time period of 16 rather than 13 years to be used, because the reduced form equation does not exhibit autocorrelation (Durbin’s $h = 0.280$). Thus, instrumental variable estimation based on lagged values of the predetermined variables becomes unnecessary, allowing retention of the three years that were dropped to estimate the structural model. Not only do we add information, but using the maximum number of years reduces the risk of small-sample bias, although all the estimators used here are consistent.

wage elasticity of supply (or times the wage elasticity of demand if a supply-side variable of interest). For machine harvest costs this is −29.97 times 0.19 which equals −5.72 percent per year.

72 Machine costs are highly and negatively correlated with yields (coefficient = −0.87), so the latter’s omission from the demand function may have biased the machine-cost coefficient toward zero in demand function 2.

73 It turns out that the supply elasticity is also sensitive to changes in specification, and the text value of 0.19 may be an underestimate. For example, if yield is omitted from supply, a statistically significant value of 1.44 results ($t = 3.79$). There is a risk, however, that omitted-variable bias leads to an overestimate of the supply elasticity in that case. Of course, this estimate results in an even greater effect of demand shifts on $Q$. We also used labor supply and demand elasticities from other studies; the results are similar to ours with respect to the relative effect of exogenous variables (Grove and Heinicke, “Better Opportunities” working paper).

74 We thank an anonymous referee for this suggestion.
### TABLE 4
AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN QUANTITY OF LABOR EMPLOYED IN HAND HARVESTING ATTRIBUTABLE TO EXOGENOUS VARIABLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Based on Structural Model with Demand Function (1)</th>
<th>Based on Structural model, with Demand Function (2)</th>
<th>Based Directly on Reduced-Form Estimates (coefficients from Table 3)</th>
<th>Based Directly on Reduced-Form Estimates (including year dummy variables)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annual Average Percentage Change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Predicted Change in Total Labor as Percentage of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in Variable</td>
<td>Shift in Function(^a)</td>
<td>Change in Wages(^b)</td>
<td>Change in Quantity of Labor(^c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand</td>
<td>Real machine-harvesting costs</td>
<td>-4.14</td>
<td>-6.57</td>
<td>-29.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real cotton price</td>
<td>-1.96</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
<td>-2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soil bank dummy</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>-20.10</td>
<td>-91.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cotton yields</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>12.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply</td>
<td>Real nonagricultural wages</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>-4.07</td>
<td>18.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cotton yields</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>-15.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Predicted gross decrease</td>
<td>-6.59</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Predicted net change</td>
<td>-3.74</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel B</td>
<td>Based on Reduced-Form Estimates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real machine-harvesting costs</td>
<td>-4.14</td>
<td>-5.62</td>
<td>-6.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real cotton price</td>
<td>-1.96</td>
<td>-2.35</td>
<td>-2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soil bank dummy</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>-17.4</td>
<td>-19.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cotton yields</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>-4.07</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Predicted gross decrease</td>
<td>-4.88</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Predicted net change</td>
<td>-1.55</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel C</td>
<td>Based on Reduced-Form Estimates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real machine-harvesting costs</td>
<td>-4.04</td>
<td>-5.21</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real cotton price</td>
<td>-1.60</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soil bank dummy</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>-16.64</td>
<td>see note d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cotton yields</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>+3.61</td>
<td>-39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real nonagricultural wages</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>+0.66</td>
<td>-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Predicted gross decrease</td>
<td>-6.06</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Predicted net change</td>
<td>-1.79</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel D</td>
<td>Based on Reduced-Form Estimates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real machine-harvesting costs</td>
<td>-4.04</td>
<td>-6.04</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real cotton price</td>
<td>-1.60</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soil bank dummy</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>-23.16</td>
<td>see note d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cotton yields</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>+3.00</td>
<td>-32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real nonagricultural wages</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>+0.39</td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Predicted gross decrease</td>
<td>-7.60</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Predicted net change</td>
<td>-4.21</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

- \(^a\) Shift in function is change in variable times estimated elasticity.
- \(^b\) Reduced-form change in wages (due to variable) is shift in function times \(1 / (\alpha_r - \beta_r)\).
- \(^c\) Change in employment is change in wages times wage elasticity (of supply or demand).
- \(^d\) Dummy variable denotes shift for years in question, and this is not comparable with annual average decrease. See the text.
- \(^e\) Negative sign denotes this counteracts the decline in labor, i.e., is an increase.
Panel C of Table 4 presents the results on $Q$ from the direct reduced form estimates. Panel D adds a complete set of time dummy variables for all years to guard against the possibility that the parameter estimates are not robust with respect to time-specific shocks. The reduced form estimates reveal some interesting conclusions. First of all, the structural model with yield included in the demand function (Table 4, Panel A) provides results most consistent with the reduced form estimates. Notably, machine costs and the Soil Bank dummy account for the greatest part of the decline in hand harvested cotton. Once time specific shocks are controlled for (Table 4, Panel D, regression coefficients available upon request), cotton prices play an important role in the decrease in cotton harvest employment ($Q$). Thus, previous studies appear to have underestimated the role of labor demand in decreasing harvest employment.

The price of cotton did not affect all producers equally, in the sense that technological change itself in the western part of the cotton belt increased supply, and put more pressure on eastern producers. Still this period was one of sustained pressure on producers from abroad and from synthetic fibers. The effect of the Soil Bank was quite large. Referring to the reduced form estimates, we see that, controlling for other variables, the Soil Bank years saw a rate of decrease in hand-harvested cotton of more than one-and-one-half times the average year. Surprisingly, the reduced form indicates a minor role for nonagricultural wages (as with the estimates from the structural model with yield included in the demand function).

The structural model’s decomposition in Table 4 implies that the minimal effect of nonagricultural wages could result from the very small elasticity of demand in equation 1. In addition, multicollinearity may partly obscure some of the effect of nonagricultural wages and account for the incorrect sign in the reduced form estimates (the correlation coefficient between yields and 
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75 Heinicke and Grove, “Labor Markets.”

76 Given the possibility that the structural demand and supply elasticities were subject to bias, we also used estimated elasticities for southern hired farm labor from contemporary studies (see Tyrchniewicz and Schuh, “Regional Supply”; and Schuh and Leeds, “Regional Demand”) to compute our decomposition (using our own estimates for the other coefficients). The results were similar to what we find here with respect to relative effects: mechanization accounted for 32 percent of the decrease in hand-harvested labor, cotton prices for 13 percent, and nonagricultural wages, 10 percent, whereas the Soil Bank years showed a decrease in the quantity of hand-harvested cotton that was more than twice that of the average annual decrease (results available in a working paper, Grove and Heinicke, “Better Opportunities”).
nonagricultural wages is 0.79). 77 We also estimated the reduced form limited to the 13 years used in the structural estimates (not reported here) in the hope that multicollinearity would be reduced and the effect of nonagricultural wages would be measured more completely; nonagricultural wage rates account for 14 percent of the annual decrease in that version. 78 On balance, then, labor-demand variables, not labor-supply factors, predominantly explain the decline in hand-harvested cotton. 79

MEASUREMENT AND OTHER SPECIFICATION ISSUES

Consideration of alternative specifications leave our central findings intact. 80 For example, the allotment effect remains essentially the same whether measured with a dummy variable for the years in effect or with actual allotted acreage. Including dummies for each year controls for time-period shocks, such as the business cycle or the Korean war. Might a dummy variable for the Soil Bank years actually be measuring other shocks during those years? We estimated the reduced form model with time dummies for each year except for 1956–1958 and 1964, which were consolidated into a single dummy variable. Then, we re-estimated the model four times including a separate dummy for each year, 1956, 1957, 1958, and 1964, in successive regressions. Effects larger than the four-year average occurred in 1957 (negatively) and 1958 (positively). 81 Because the 1957 (relative to four-year average) dummy was negative, it would appear that a lower bound (in absolute value) on the Soil Bank’s effect would be the dummy variable for the four years with the 1957 dummy also included, i.e. the dummy for the Soil Bank.

77 No obvious explanation can be given for this empirical correlation, other than that the cross-sectional variation may be important. The western states had the highest cotton yields, and also, California possessed the highest nonagricultural wages. Note that dropping yields would be not only unwise (due to its importance theoretically and empirically) but the positive bias imparted would act to further obscure the measurement of the effect of nonagricultural wages.

78 Our study includes a measure of overhead costs of organizing the harvest separately in the regression (as workers did not receive this as compensation). If such costs increase, growers may substitute toward machines, even though workers receive no increased compensation. The magnitude of these effects were small in our results, and the sign of the coefficient varied according to specification (see Table 3). The positive sign in demand 2 may be due to omitted-variable bias (yields were correlated with overhead costs). In one version that includes time dummies for each year, the effect was nontrivial, accounting for 15 percent of the annual decrease in hand-harvested cotton. This variable does not fit into the “push” versus “pull” dichotomy often used, but could have been an important impetus to reduce hand harvesting of cotton.

79 Despite the temporary nature of the Soil Bank, the effects could have lowered income below a threshold, inducing permanent out-migration. Burford, “Federal Cotton,” reaches conclusions similar to ours, although he does not separate the Soil Bank effects.

80 The coefficient measuring the effect of machine prices is very stable and highly significant in every specification we attempted. We estimated several specifications with varying lags on the predetermined variables in the reduced form, none of which altered the central findings here (available upon request).

81 The coefficients were –0.010, –0.094, +0.13, and +0.013 with t-statistics of –0.13, –1.51, +1.83, and –0.11, respectively.
years removing the greater than average negative effect from among the four years. Such a lower-bound estimate suggests that in the Soil Bank years, controlling for the other variables, hand-harvested cotton decreased by –13.80 percent, or about 148 percent of the 1949–1964 average annual decrease. Econometrically, we have shown that something common to the four years caused this large negative effect; in the absence of any other obvious candidate, we expect that we have found the culprit in the Soil Bank.

In light of the importance of the Soil Bank, however, the negligible effect of decreasing cotton allotments on harvest labor demand is curious. Perhaps the explanation is that the reinstitution of the allotment program in 1950—a one time shock—was more important than any year-to-year variation in allotted acreage.

Finally, we should comment on the presumed exogeneity of government agricultural programs, especially in light of the powerful cross-over lobbies of farm and southern interests. Although government crop programs were endogenous in a long-run sense, the year-to-year decisions that affected the harvest labor market were normally made once the contours of a particular program were well known. We do not think that changes in year-to-year quantities or wages affected those government programs within a time frame that would render bias in our estimates of their effects. Therefore, we think it makes sense to measure these programs as exogenous to the yearly cotton harvest labor market.

Although the results are not completely impervious to specification changes, our basic conclusions, as summarized in Table 4, remain unaltered. Next, we turn to a comparison of our results and the best empirical estimates to date.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER ESTIMATES

First, we offer a point of clarification and then an explanation of the four factors that we perceive to account for the differences between our conclusions and Peterson and Kislev’s that “79 percent of the reduction in hand picking of cotton was due to increased nonfarm wages—the pull effect; the
remaining 21 percent is attributable to the decreased cost of machine harvesting—the push effect.” To begin with, Peterson and Kislev do not calculate the percentage of the net labor force decline caused by each variable, as we have done (and are unable to do from their paper); instead, they compare the effect of either industrial wages or machine displacement to the combined shifts. To illustrate, see Table 4, Panel B, where we replicate Peterson and Kislev’s specification which includes yields only in the supply function and obtain results comparable to theirs of three-quarters nonagricultural wage “pull” versus one-quarter mechanization “push.” As Panel B makes clear, although the manufacturing wage effect exceeded that of cheaper harvest machines, industrial wages explained no more than a quarter of the disappearance of hand-picked cotton.

The different explanations for the demise of hand-harvested cotton result, first and most generally, from the framework of analysis: our question is to determine the relative role of each factor involved, whereas Peterson and Kislev’s and Holley’s head-to-head comparisons of two important determinants are silent on the effects of government acreage-reduction programs and cotton prices in this episode of structural change. Secondly, discrepancies between our conclusions and those of Peterson and Kislev and Holley result from their unusual specifications, which include yields only in the supply functions.

The third and fourth reasons our estimates of shifts in demand and supply differ from Peterson and Kislev’s result from the data used and the time period analyzed. Peterson and Kislev use piece rates, which omit the expense of overhead costs, nonpecuniary transfers to harvest laborers, and the gin turnout rate; the national manufacturing wage, whereas we construct a combined in-state and out-of-state entry-level industrial wage; and custom harvest costs. Regarding the latter, despite the fact that commercial production of cotton-picking machines only began in 1948, Peterson and Kislev examine the 1930–1964 period. They estimated 1930 cotton-harvest custom rates by assuming that the ratio of cotton-harvesting custom rates to
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87 Peterson and Kislev, “Cotton Harvester.”
88 As noted previously, omitting yields in the demand function biases the coefficient on machine costs toward zero, probably accounting for some of Peterson and Kislev’s and Holley’s underestimate of the effect of mechanization.
89 The gin turnout rate is the ratio of raw cotton picked in the field, the basis on which growers pay piece rates, to cotton lint, from which growers earn their income.
90 They base this assumption on the claim that the Rust brothers’ 1930s picking machine was fundamentally the same design as the successful commercial models marketed two decades later. These arguments fail to recognize that substantial design changes occurred by 1942 and that every aspect of its design and operation were tinkered with extensively and adapted to local microclimates from California to the Carolinas with a full complement of production practices resulting from a massive, long-term public-private research effort (Grove, “Economics”). Note that in the working-paper version of their project Peterson and Kislev examined the 1949–1964 period and used Meier’s machine harvest cost data.
wheat-harvesting rates remained the same from 1930 to 1949 and then calculated the 1931–1948 time series for all 12 states by assuming that the cotton-harvest custom rates increased with the change in the USDA machine-price index. The authors offer no evidence to confirm that their constructed custom rates reflect prices that farmers faced from 1931 to 1948. As Warren Whatley discussed at length, even the custom-rate estimates for the 1949 to 1964 period are highly suspect. Donald Holley replicated Peterson and Kislev’s framework but used the same time period we do and machine-harvest costs instead of custom rates; his results lie between ours and those of Peterson and Kislev.

Finally, perhaps Peterson and Kislev’s estimates apply more to the pre-1949 period, especially the World War II years, when labor scarcity became the rule in the cotton fields and the urban–farm wage gap exerted greater influence. Although a typical grower could not adopt the mechanical picker before 1948 and very little custom harvesting occurred, higher wages outside of agriculture no doubt signaled current and perhaps future labor scarcity, leading to intensified demands for a manageable substitute for hand pickers. Our results, by contrast, reflect the period when mechanization and government acreage-reduction programs provided the main causes for the demise of cotton hand-harvest labor.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Although the implications of the demise of hand harvested cotton have been linked to several seminal developments in the late twentieth century, namely the decline of America’s cities, changes in race relations and racial economic equality, and the rise of the welfare state, its causes have not been carefully estimated. Peterson and Kislev and Holley attributed the labor exodus predominantly to higher industrial wages rather than mechanization.

91 Whatley, in “New Estimates,” pp. 217–20, levels two principal criticisms. First, only Arizona published custom cotton harvest rates for the 1949–1964 period. Peterson and Kislev assumed a fixed ratio of these costs to those in other states based on four individual observations. Second, the machine rental rates fail to include indirect grade and field losses, which, when incorporated, imply mechanization would not have occurred. The variability of grade losses by region and of the progress in techniques to address such problems lead one to question Peterson and Kislev’s assumptions.

92 Although Holley writes that he uses “custom rates” obtained from Whatley, “New Estimates,” we think he actually used the Meier machine harvest cost data that Whatley corrected. Holley finds that mechanization accounts for 40 percent and nonagricultural wage rates 60 percent of the harvest labor decrease (p. 175). Data differences include Holley’s use of piece rates for hand-picking costs, national manufacturing wages instead of our nonagricultural wages, unadjusted machine costs, and no measure of the role of government acreage-reduction programs. In terms of the causes of decreased employment, he considers only harvester displacement and manufacturing wage pull.

93 That is also consistent with Day’s, “Economics,” finding that labor abundance appeared after 1950 in the Mississippi Delta. See also Street, “New Revolution”; Whatley, “History” and “Southern Agrarian Labor Contracts”; and Wright, Old South.

94 We thank an anonymous referee for this point.
although their results do not square with the fact that real harvest wages declined over the period. We estimate the role of relative supply and demand shifts for hand-harvest labor in the 12 major cotton-picking states from 1949 to 1964 and conclude that, on net, labor-demand, not labor-supply factors ended the age of labor-intensive cotton production.

We make three main contributions in this article. First, we use newly reconstructed data on hand harvest costs as well as improved measures of machine picking expenses and nonagricultural wage rates. Second, we broaden the scope of analysis by evaluating the effect of all important variables, not, as the existing empirical studies have, by comparing only the relative effects of cheaper picking machines and higher industrial wages. Finally, we offer the first estimates of how much of the total decrease in hand-harvest labor each variable explains.

We find that declining machine costs accounted for one-half or more of the decrease in hand-harvested cotton. Controlling for mechanization and other variables, during the four years the federal government Soil Bank program operated, hand-harvested cotton declined by more than one-and-one-half times the average annual total. Cotton prices also added to the demise of hand picking, ranging from 3 to 21 percent of the annual average decrease. Although data problems partially obscured their measurement, the decrease in labor supply due to nonagricultural wages accounted for up to 26 percent of the annual average decline in hand-harvested cotton. Although we reverse Peterson and Kislev’s emphasis on the manufacturing wage, most importantly we broaden the scope of analysis. Our results indicate that the machine-push-versus-factory-pull dichotomy ignores the important roles played by cotton prices and government programs to reduce cotton acreage.

Whereas Peterson and Kislev’s findings exonerated the relevant public and private entities that promoted and subsidized harvest mechanization because their results suggested that workers left the cotton fields for better opportunities elsewhere, our results imply the opposite public-policy consequences. Federal and state governments assisted growers in the transition to completely mechanized production but offered virtually no adjustment assistance to displaced workers as has occurred for trade-displaced workers for decades. Negative shifts in labor demand resulted, either fully or partially, from government policies, with both intended (i.e., the cotton harvest mechanization program) and unintended consequences (i.e., Soil Bank). It should be borne in mind that this is not a migration model; if workers left the cotton-harvest labor market because of a decrease in labor demand we cannot say if they stayed in the cotton states permanently, for a period of some years, or migrated immediately. Many nonmigrants may have fared poorly as the old  

[95] Kletzer, Job Loss. Day, “Economics,” for example, expressed concern that the mechanical cotton picker might simply exchange rural poverty for urban poverty.
cotton belt contains some of the greatest pockets of American rural poverty today.\textsuperscript{96} The least-able being left behind is consistent with a strong “push” out of the fields, at the same time that migration continued to select those with the greatest earning power among southern African-Americans. In that sense our findings are also consistent with an emerging view that migrants rarely moved directly “from farm-to-factory.”\textsuperscript{97}

Our evidence links the demise of cotton harvest labor markets to several seminal developments in the late twentieth century: incentives for preserving the Old South system of social control, changes in racial economic equality, and the decline of America’s cities. For contemporaries in 1946, it was unclear that a way of life in the South in place for generations would crumble and disappear in two decades.\textsuperscript{98} Technological displacement appears to have improved black progress in the long term since mechanization reduced the incentive of southern political interests to maintain a system of social control and to block both Civil Rights legislation and enforcement.\textsuperscript{99}

Given that the movement of labor out of agriculture has proven to be a classic feature of economic development, this historical analysis may provide insights for the vast majority of countries around the world with large farm populations. Recently, for instance, harvest mechanization in Brazil’s sugar industry led to an unprecedented rate of migration by cane cutters and their families to large cities.\textsuperscript{100} Most of the world’s major cotton-producing countries, namely China, India, Pakistan, and Uzbekistan, gather the crop entirely by hand.\textsuperscript{101} The agricultural transformation examined here stands as an extraordinary example of the pain and promise associated with long-run economic development that looms somewhere in the future for the world’s 100 million cotton workers.

\textsuperscript{96} Heinicke, “One Step.”
\textsuperscript{98} Wright, “Civil Rights.” Farm-sector predictions of yields and rates of mechanization in 1950 to 1955 vastly underestimated the pace of those changes (Grove, “Economics”). See Wright, “Civil Rights Revolution,” for a discussion of the unexpected speed of the Civil Rights movement. Public opinion regarding integrated education, for example, did change rapidly. In 1963, 60 percent of white southerners objected to school integration compared to only 16 percent in 1970. “This finding,” commented George Gallup, “represents one of the most dramatic shifts in the history of public opinion polling “ (Burton, “Race Relations,” p. 44).
\textsuperscript{99} Alston and Ferrie, “Paternalism.”
\textsuperscript{100} See Simon Romero’s article in the Sunday 21 May 2000 \textit{The New York Times} entitled “Spoonfuls of Hope, Tons of Pain: In Brazil’s Sugar Empire, Workers Struggle with Mechanization,” Section 3, page 1.
\textsuperscript{101} Note the interesting example of Uzbekistan where complete mechanization under the Soviet regime reverted to hand harvesting with the collapse of the USSR (see Pomfret, \textit{Agrarian Reform}).
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